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For reliable operation , semiconductors

must be properly mounted.. Discussed are

aspects of preparing the mounting surface,

using thermal compounds, insulation

techniques, fastening techniques, handling

of leads and pins, and evaluation methods

for the thermal svstem.
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MOUNTING TECHNIQUES FOR
POWER SEMICONDUCTORS

INTRODUCTION

Current and power ratings of semiconductors are
inseparably linked to their thermal environment. Except
for lead-mounted parts used at low currents, a heat
exchanger is required to prevent the junction temperature
from exceeding its rated Emit, thereby running the risk
of a high failure rate. Furthermore, semiconductor-
industry field history indicates that the faflure rate of
most silicon semiconductors decreases approximately
by one half for a decrease in junction temperature from
160°C to 135°C.*

Many failures of power semiconductors can be traced
to faulty mounting procedures. With metal packaged
devices, faulty mounting generally causes unnecessarily
high junction temperature, resulting in reduced com-
ponent lifetime, although mechanical damage has
occurred on occasion from mounting securely to a warped
surface. With the widespread use of various plastic-
packaged semiconductors, the dimension of mechanical
damage becomes very significant.

Figure 1 shows an example of doing nearly everything
wrong. In this instance, the device to be victimized is
in the TO-220 package. The leads are bent to fit into
a socket—an operation which, if not urouerlv done, can

In many situations the case of the semiconductor must
be isolated electrically from its mounting surface. The
isolation material is, to some extent, a thermrd isdqtor
as well, which raises junction operating temper~t~g$$h
addition, the possibdity of arc-over proble~~’l~~~titro-. ,. ‘)?:.

duced if high voltages are being handl~~,x~~~ctricd
isolation thus places additional dern<~&.rJtipon the
mounting procedure.
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Proper mounting procedures ,:f.a~~%@ate attention
to the following areas: ,:} :{$

.~?i;.}
1. Mounting surface prepa~~,~,n, “
2. Application of therma~,c~munds,
3. Installation of the ~tii~la~r,
4. Fastening of the ~$~ti~y, and
5. Lead bending ak~$idering.
In this note~~e p?~cedures are discussed in general

terms. Speci,&q~t@fYfls for each class of packages are
given in th@~~g&>$ and in Table 1. Appendix A contains
a brief~;~~ti&@$’of thermal resistance concepts, and
App~diY/t,B lists sources of supply for accessories.
M~$@~la supplies hardware for all power packages. It is
,@~e& on separate data sheets for each package type,
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crack the package, break the bonding ‘wir~s, ~r crack the ‘{ MOUNTING SURFACE PREPARATION
die. The package is fastened with a sheet-metal SC~@ **

through a 1/4’’-hole containing a fiber-insulating sl~ye$~.
The force used to tighten the screw pulls the$p~$~e
into the hole, causing enough distortion to cr~~~~$~,$’’die.
Even if the die were not cracked, the contacti$~~Nid”kmall
because of the area consumed by the la+@~~~# and the
bowing of the package; the result i$ &3@tich higher
junction temperature than expecte~$~f ~S’hgh heat sink
surface and some burrs aroun$N$@$:a,@ole are present,
many–but unfortunately not all~po~r mounting practices

r.,$:\:x\s~\*,~:.:..t?’
are covered. .s.&,,,,J,?:

FIGURE 1 – Extreme Case of Improperly Mounting

A Semiconductor (Distortion Exaggerated)

*See MIL—Handbook—217B, Section 2.2

In general, the heat-sink mounting surface should have
a flatness and finish comparable to that of the semi-
conductor package. In lower power applications, the
heat-sink surface is satisfactory if it appears flat against
a straight edge and is free from deep scratches. In high-
power applications, a more detaded examination of the
surface is required.

Surface Flatness

Surface flatness is determined by comparing the
variance in height (Ah) of the test specimen to that of
a reference standard as indicated in Figure 2. Flatness is
normally specified as a fraction of the Total Indicator
Reading (TIR). The mounting surface flatness, i.e.,
M/TIR, is satisfactory in most cases if less than 4 mtis per
inch, which is normal for extruded aluminum-although
disc type devices usually require 1 mil per inch.

Surface Finish

Surface finish is the average of the deviations both
above and below the mean value of surface height. For
minimum interface resistance, a finish in the range of 50
to 60 microinches is satisfactory;* a finer finish is costly
to achieve and does not significantly lower contact
resistance. Most commercially available cast or extruded

*Tests run by Therma~oy (Catalog #74-INS-3, page 14)
using a copper TO-3 package with a typical 32-microinch
finish, showed that finishes between 16 and 64 ~-in
caused less than ~ 2.570 difference in interface thermal
resistance.
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heat sinks wdl require spotfacing when used in high-
power applications. In general, milled or machined
surfaces are satisfactory if prepared with tools in good
working condition.

Mounting holes generally should only be large enough
to allow clearance of the fastener. The larger packages
having mounting holes removed from the semiconductor
die location, such as a TO-3, may successfully be used
with larger holes to accommodate an insulating bushing,
but Thermopad plastic packages are intolerant of this
condition. For these packages, a smafler screw size must
be used such that the hole for the bushing does not
exceed the hole in the package.

Punched mounting holes have been a source of trouble
because if not properly done, the area around a punched
hole is depressed in the process. This “crater” in the heat
sink around the mounting hole can cause two prob~q;.
The device can be damaged by distortion of the p*’@
as the mounting pressure attempts to conform ‘“?$~~~the
shape of the heat-sink indentation, or the de~~;~i~~ only
bridge the crater and leave” a significant ~~~wtage of
its heat-dissipating surface out of con~c$~&th the heat
sink. The first effect may often be d$~e~f~ immediately
by visual cracks in the package ~~~~~lc), but usually
an unnatural stress is impose$.,~:w${results in an early-
Lfe faflure. The second effec6,re:@lts in hotter operation
and is not manifested unt~jy~~;fater.

Although punched ,,bole%$@?eseldom acceptable in the
relatively thick mat~~~~~~ed for extruded aluminum heat
sinks, several qatiN?Mrers are capable of properly

~\~..”t.‘.’+,. .utflizing the ~~ab~ltles inherent in both fine-edge
blanking ort+~N~*-through holes ,when applied to sheet
metal a~+w’monly used for stamped heat sinks. The
holes,&~{,~,~i&ced using Class A progressive dies mounted,,~,.>r.~
on ~i@~~st die sets equipped with proper pressure pads
a~,$::~:~ldingfixtures.

~men mounting holes are drilled, a general practice
with extruded aluminum, surface cleanup is important.
Chamfers must be avoided because they reduce heat
transfer surface and increase mounting stress. The edges
should be broken to remove burrs which cause poor
contact between device and heat sink and may puncture
isolation material.

Many aluminum heat sinks are black-anodized to
improve radiation ability and prevent corrosion.
Anodizing results in significant electrical but negligible
thermal insulation. It need only be removed from the
mounting area when electrical contact is required.

,;+:~*..!

, , ~:k~t:?:;~~~., ,?*’
-,. ?ii~’
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Another treated aluminum fi~ish’$~~rldite, or chromate-
acid dip, which offers low +*~ance because of its ttin
surface, yet has good@@~~yiFal properties because it
resists oxidation. It ~:%?b~y be cleaned of the oils and
fflms that collect ~~aM,*%anufacture and storage of the
sinks, a practice, ,w&~ should be applied to all heat sinks.
For economy~{~$~~, is sometimes used for sinks; removal
of. the p~~t$j~ere the semiconductor is attached is
usually ~e~r~~ because of paint’s high thermal resistance.
Howe4~~ when it is necessary to insulate the semi-
co+@uct8k package from the heat sink, anodized or

,~~iri~~ surfaces may be more effective than other
$hin&lating materials which tend to creep (i.e., they flow),

“’i’’+~~~reby reducing contact pressure..*.Js,\ ,“:*..>...,.,.,*\,\ ‘‘ It is also necessary that the surface be free from all‘*N,
foreign material, film, and oxide (fresMy bared aluminum*(F
forms an oxide layer in a few seconds). Unless used
immediately after machining, it is a good practice to
polish ‘the mounting area with No. 000 steel wool,
fo~owed by an acetone or alcohol rinse. Thermal grease
should be immediately appfied thereafter and the semi-
conductor attached as the grease readfly collects dust
and metal particles.

THERMAL COMPOUNDS

To improve contacts, thermal joint compounds or
greases are used to ffll air voids between all mating surfaces.
Values of thermal resistivity vary from 0.10 degrees
Celsius-inches per watt for copper film to 1200°C-in/W
for air, whereas satisfactory joint compounds wfll have
a resistivity of approximately 60 °C-in/W. Therefore, the
voids, scratches, and imperfections which are fflled with
a joint compound, wdl have a thermal resistance of about
l/20th of the original value which makes a significant
reduction in the overafl interface thermal resist ante.

Joint compounds are a formulation of fine zinc particles
in a silicon oil which maintains a grease-like consistency
with time and temperature. Since some of these com-
pounds do not spread well, they should be evenly applied
in a very thin layer using a spatula or Iintless brush, and
wiped lightly to remove excess material. Some cyclic
rotation of the package wfll help the compound spread
evenly over the entire contact area. Experience will
indicate whether the quantity is sufficient, as excess will
appear around the edges of the contact area. To prevent
accumulation of airborne particulate matter, excess
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compound should be wiped away using a cloth moistened
with acetone or alcohol. These solvents should not contact
plastic-encapsulated devices, as they may enter the
package and cause a leakage path or carry in substances
which might attack the assembly.

Data showing the effect, of compounds on several
package types under different mounting conditions is
shown in Table I. The rougher the surface, the more
valuable the grease becomes in lowering contact resis-
tance; therefore, when mica insulating washers are used,
use of grease is generally mandatory. The joint compound
also improves the breakdown rating of the insulator and

is therefore higtiy desirable despite the handling problems
created by its affinity for foreign matter. Some sources
of supply for joint compounds are shown in Appendix B.

Some users and ‘heat-sink manufacturers prefer not
to use compounds. This necessitates use of a heat sink
with lower thermal resistance which imposes additional
cost, but which may be inconsequential when low power
is being handled. Others design on the basis of not using
grease, but apply it as an added safety factor, so that
if improperly applied, operating temperatures wfl~%,not
exceed the design values.

. .<.’://{,$,,,..:’:.~:$,,~,f:*. ~>*\*(j~:>,.,.. .$(:,..:$..;~.c,,“,<~,: ,$:>
<i.. ~$.,::+., ~.:<~~

TABLE 1 ,f*.\$S <f\:\\

Approximate Values for Interface Thermal Resistance and Other Package Data
~,\..,,~,,,?:-/e./\~J~

*,>. l,+

(See Table II for Case Number to JEDEC Outline Gross-Refarence)
~,.,>,~.~.’

~,.lt. ,$<.!, .
<<...$”$,

?~~’x:l{/k ,\.:-‘. ~.{~.{$s’

Dry interface values are subject to wide variation bacause of extrame dependence upon surface conditions. U,nle~.~~$erwisa notad the
+:::

case temperature is monitored bv a thermocouple Ioceted directly undar tha die reachad through a hole i~Y~@ heat sink. (Sac Note 4.)
.~:,1,!~.

.,,.
:r~~~~i,,.t~i;$..,>*.,,

,r.} <St :::.. “,:, .> .. .:,,:,:

.+\~:.$,’, . -

Packege Type and Data lnte~fa~~~~rnel Resistance (°C~)

Recommended
,.<
..{.,

... .“,\.,\...

JEDEC Mounting Hola Machine Torque Metal -tolml ‘* Wth Insulator

Outline Description

Sea

and Drill Size Screw Siza2 In-Lb Dry ,..~~. w-d Dry Lubed Type Note

Case 152 * Uniwatt ~ 0.113, #33 4-40 6 5<.dj ‘$ 3.8 7.4 5.4 2 mil 3
,,.:> .*V ,/?

,,,’ Mica

DO-4 10-32 Stud 0.188, #12 10-32 20 ‘vq~~, 0.2 1.6
7116” Hex

0.8 3 mil
~~;~~ Mica

D O-5 lf4-28 Stud 0.250, #1 1 /4-28 ,*@$+:a “~~. 0.2 0.1 0.8
11/16” Hex

0.6 5 mil

$? ..+,. Mica

DO-21 Pressfit, 1/2” See Figure 8 ~.,,s.‘$’1 , ,+”$.’— .~k w..: 0,15 0.10 – —
.

0.5 0.1 1.3 0.36 3 mil 1
m4:n-

1 , 1 1 I ,,’.s ,’.,.~, ,

, TO-3

FTO-83

TO-94

TO-1 26

Diamond Flange

,., ,ea

0.140, #28 ,932 ‘:? 6 1.5 0.5 2.3 0.9 2 mil
~:s$,::.i, Mica

1/2” 20 Stud 0.5, 0.5 ‘:24M/2?90 130 – 0.1

1-1/16” Hax

— — —
.:>f;.-a~~:~:\:<,,— ..‘i .,,,, .(.

Tharmopad 0.113, *3?: .::+ Ts 4-40 6 2.0 1.3 4.3 3.3 2 mil

..-. .-, - :X .,,..

TO-202AC

. . ..w”

Duowatt @+~3W.+8,.,p .
6-32 8 1.3 0.9 4.8 2.0 2 mil 3

.. :,.. Mica

TO-220A8 Thermowatt , >+<?&:~:&FtiO, #8 6-32 8 1.2 1.0 3.4 1.6 2 mil 1,2

<$ .t!b Mica
,.>k:..x\,’,,,\ .>.,.!;,>,!,?,, ,..,:.>,<,‘ti..

The tharmocoupla locations ara shown:
~i.~,:,.~~,,.>..*.} ‘* .

*. .,~::r ‘.!

NOTE 1. Sea Figure@.Q ~d-’4 for additional data on TO-3 and
.,,\l ‘.~’~.i>.,$,,

TO-2 20 \f,~%$,~gW.

NOTE 2. ScrewY~,@$ns~lated.
:.J<,*..

NOTE 3. C~@the~pcouple soldered to top of tab.
~,:< ./:

NOTE 4 .:~~~$ement of Interface Thermal Resistance. Meaauring,:,~+.L.*:t
tha int~~m,~hermal resistance ROCS appaars decaptivaly simple.

:<*\:
All .,%&@t$>@pparently’ neaded is a thermocouple on the semi, a

,*\.’\‘~*:.,*,.!
ther~,@&uple on the haat sink, and a means of applying and

~$?
measu~{ng DC powar. However, R8CS is prOPortiOnal to the

amount of contact araa between the surfaces and consequently is

affected by surface flatness and finish and the amount of pressure

on the surfaces. In, addition, placement of the thermocouples can

have a significant in fluenca upon the results. Consequently,

values for interface thermal resistance presented by different

manufacturers are in poor agreement,

Consider the TO-220 package shown in the accompanying

figure. The mounting pressure at o“e end cau~e~ the Other ~nd_

where the dia is located– to lift off tha mounting surface slightiy.

TO improve contact, Motorola TO-220 packages are slightlv

concave and use of a spreader bar under the screw lessens the

lifting, but some is inevitable with a single-ended package.

a. The Motorola location is diractlv undar the die reached

through a hole in the haat sink. Tha thermocouple is held in placa

by a spring which forcas the thermocouple into intimate contact

with the bottom of the semi,s CaSe.

b. The EIA location is close to the die on the top surface of

tha package base raached through a blind hole drilled through the

molded bodv. The thermocouple is swaged in place,

c. The Thermally location is on the top portion of the tab

between the moldad body and the mounting screw. The thermo-

couple is soldared into position,

Temperatures at the three locations are generallv not the same.

Consider the situation depicted in the figure. 8ecause the only

araa of direct contact is around the mounting screw, naarly all

the heat travels horizontally along the tab from the dia to the

contact araa. ConsequentIV, tha temperature at the E 1A location is

hotter than at the ThermalloV location and the Motorola location

is even hotter. Since junction-to-sink thermal resistance is constant

for a given setup, junction-to-case values dacreasa and case-to-sink

values increasa as the case thermocouple readings bacome warmer.

There are examplas whara the relationship between the thermo-

couple tamparaturas are different from the previous situation. If

a mica washer with grease is installed between tha semi package

and the haat sink, tightening the screw will not bow the package;
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Tabla 1, Note 5 (continued)

instead, tha mica will be deformed. The primarv heat conduction

path is from the dia through the mica to the heat sink. In this case,

a small temperature drop will axist across the vartical dimension

of the package mounting basa so that the thermocouple at tha EIA

location will be the hottast. Tha thermocouple tamparatura at the

Thermally location could be close to the temperature at the EIA

location as the lateral heat flow is generallv small,

The E 1A location is chosen to obtain the highest temparatura

on the case. It is of significance because power ratings are

supposed to be based on this reference point. UnfortunateIV, the

placament of the thermocouple is tadious and leaves the semi-

conductor in a condition unfit for sala.

The Motorola location is chosan to obtain the highest tempera-

ture of the casa at a point whare, hopefullv, the semi is making

contact to the heat sink, since heat sinks are measurad from the

point of semi contact totha am biant. Once the spatial haat sink

to accommodate tha thermocouple has been fabricated, this

method lands itself to production testing and does not mark the

davice. However, this location is not easily accassibla to tha user.

Tha Tharmalloy location is convenient and is often chosen bv

aquipment manufacturers. Howaver, it also blemishas the casa

and mav viald results differing up to 10C/W for a TO-220 package

mountad to a heat sink without thermal grease and no insulator.

This arrOr is small when compared to the haat dissipators often

used with this packaga, since power dissipation is usually a few

watts. Whan compared to the spacifiad junction-to-casa values of

some of tha highar power semiconductors becoming avail abla,

howevar, tha difference bacomes significant, and it is important

that the semiconductor manufacturer and equipment manu-

facturer usa the sama referenca point.

Another method of establishing refarenca’ tamparatures util izes

TABLE 2

Cross Reference Chart

Motorola Case N~mber to JEDEC

Outlina Number and Table 1 Reference

1 roil/inch, has a ;inish better than 63 p-inch, and has an imbedded $.

thermocouple near its center. This reference includes the inte~’ace
. ,,’,~.,,:,\

resistance undar nearly idaal conditions and is therefore aPP,~~$at@Q-

oriented, It is also aasy to use and yields r.aprOducible ~~$~&j At

this printing, howaver, sufficient data to compare r@lt9~Q dther

methods is not avail abla. ‘;k .,t$P ~
*<&. <<;. +<**

The onlv wav to get accurate measurement+;.@,@@ interface
,.\\~. .:\,\,++

resistance is to also test for junction-to-case.,t~~~~t .Yesistance at

tha same time. If the junction-to-case y?lh~,$~ernain relatively

constant as insulators are changad, to[,~ti’&”:.yar@d, etc., then the
~:t:.-+ ~.,<,.*

case refarence point is satisfactory. ~ !.$$‘:,:

NOTE 1. Would fit within this family outline if registered with

JEDEC,

NOTE 2. Not within all JEDEC outline dimensions. The data in

Table 1 and suggasted mounting hardware and pro-

cedures generallv applv.

INSULATION CONSIDERATIONS

Since it is most expedient, to manufacture power
semiconductors with collectors or anodes electrically
common to ‘the case, the problem of isolating this
terminal from ground is a common one. For lowest overall
thermal resistance, it is best to isolate the entire heat sin~/
semiconductor structure from ground, rather than to use
an insulator between the semiconductor and the heat
sink. Where heat sink isolation is not possible, because
of safety reasons or in instances where a chassis serves
as a heat sink or where a heat sink is common to several
devices, insulators are used to isolate the individual
components from the heat sink.
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When an insulator is used, ”thermal grease assumes
greater importance than with a metal-to-metal contact,
because two interfaces exist instead of one and some
materials, such as mica, have a markedly uneven surface.
Reduction of interface thermal resistance of between
2 to 1 and 3 to 1 are typical when grease is used.

Data obtained by Thermally, showing interface
resistance for different insulators and torque applied
to TO-3 and TO-220 packages, are shown in Figure 3
for bare surfaces and Figure 4 for greased surfaces. It is
obvious that with some arrangements, the interface
thermal resistance exceeds that of the semiconductor
fiunction to case). When high power is handled, beryllium
oxide is unquestionably the best choice. Thermafilm is
Thermalloy’s tradename for a polyimide material which is
also commonly known as Kapton*; this material is fairly
popular for low power applications because it is low cost,
withstands high temperatures and is easily handled, in
contrast to mica which chips and flakes easily.

When using insulators, care must be taken to keep
the mating surfaces clean. Small particles of foreign
matter can puncture the insulation, rendering it useless
or seriously lowering its dielectric strength. In addition,
particularly when voltages higher than 300 V are
encountered, problems with creepage may occur. Dust
and other foreign material can shorten creepage distances
significantly so that having a clean assembly area is
important. Surface roughness and humidity also ],ower
insulation resistance. Use of thermal grease usual&,.?&.es
the breakdown voltage of the insulation syste~.~~~$se
of these factors, which are not amenableN~$j:~@lysis,
hi-pot testing should be done on protot~~~~~ a large
margin of safety employed. In some si~W#@~#,“it may be
necessary to substitute “empty” paee$’?~~r the semi.
conductors to avoid shorting t~#fi$<&Nto prevent the

(a) TO-3

0-

U Thermalfilm 11,0.002”_
u
z e.
u

Thermalfilm 1,0,002”-

.,.’:, +x
z
+ Beryllium Oxide, 0.082”

p 0.2 ~ - / ‘, No Insulator
~

:
/

—250 PSI
90

Interface Pressura 500 Psl —

c
2 3 4 5 6

MOUNTING SCREW TO RQUE(IN-L8S)

(b) TO-220AB

2.5 ~
1

2
g

% 2.0
z Mica, 0.003”
; M ‘
~ 1

c
Mica, 0.002”

M ‘
J 1.5
a I
~ Hard Anodize

H ‘
F I
k No Insulator

3 1.0 & ‘
aL
a
u
+
z

0.5
2 3 4 5 6

MOUNTING SCREW TORQUE (I N-LBS)

FIGURE 3 – Interface Thermal Resistance FIGURE 4- Interface Thermal Resistance

Without Thermal Grease as a Function of Ueing Thermal Grease as a Function of

Mounting Screw Torque Using Various Insulating Materials Mounting Screw Torque Using Various Insulating Materials

*@DuPont
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FASTENER AND HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS resdis. When used, a speed-nut must be used to secure

Characteristics of fasteners, associated hardware, and
a standard screw, or the type of screw must be used

the tools to secure them determine their suitabditv for
which rofl-forms machine screw threads.

use in mounting the various packages. Since many
Eyelets

problems have arisen because of improper choices, the
basic characteristics of several types of hardware are Successful mounting can also be accomplished with

discussed next. hollow eyelets provided an adjustable, regulated pressure
press is used such that a gradually increasing pressure is

Compression Washers ‘ used to pan the eyelet. Use of sharp blows could da%ge
the semiconductor die. .,::+:?,)Y,,‘.~.i:.<y~.i

A very useful piece of hardware is the be~-type com- .~’$.’:,,*,‘$iJ;\}/,:’
pression washer. As shown in Figure 5, it has the abdity

;i.\,,\$,.!,,
Rivets ~~:~.,“$,<~:.$,i,~,lP

to maintain a fairly constant pressure over a wide range
,>,*,&+$~,,,$,

of physical deflection-generally 20% to 80%–thereby men a metal flange-mount packag~$id~~~g’$’mounted

maintaining an optimum force on the package. Wen directly to a heat sink, rivets can be %&:,J~vets are not

insta~ing, the assembler app~es torque untfl the washer a recommended fastener for any .@~J&~lastic packages

depresses to half its original height. (Tests should be run
,.<::~

except for the tab-mount ty~e. ~minum rivets are

prior to setting up the assembly tine to determine the preferred over steel because~~~i$pressure is required to

proper torque for the fastener used to achieve 50% set the rivet and thermal c<~~~$~$l~ity is improved.

deflection.) The washer wfll absorb any cyclic expansion
,,<>.*~~> !

.k:$’i<<P’
of the package or insulating washer caused by Insulators and PlastiG:i&~$$,Pe

temperature changes. Bell type washers are the key to
..

Because of ik~ rel~kvely low cost and low thermal
successful mounting of devices requiring strict control of resistance, mie[~if~$$~~tfllwidely used to insulate semi-
the mounting force or when plastic hardware is used in conductor

r
:tcw~ from heat sinks despite its tendency

the mounting scheme. to chip,~$~,, ~$:Q&e. It has a further advantage in that it
Motorola washers designed for use with the Thermopad does~no~$~ep or flow so that the mounting pressure

package maintain the proper force when properly secured. w~~$~~t reduce with time in use. Plastic materials, parti-
They are used with the large face contacting the packages. @%ilP$Teflon*, wfil flow. When plastic materials form

280
h~~{.$ ‘Of the fastening system, a

~~,;.~. valuable addition which assures

240
) ‘*$*not loosen with time.

/ ‘ ~, ,$~,s,.,,
~ TO-127 - - ,,$.-}J3
y 200

/ ~k ‘....>~$,:..,
u .y+,,,~:~f..
~ 160—

TO-126 — —— — ..?:.. ~J
*;’,,

~
$:,,*lfp,.

,,~>,,>,’$,,*’,.
/‘/ ~.!rt$.~$1’s~’

: 120
/ ./

“:~!t!.,~ ,...,:,
0
u

“ *r?i $. ‘*’

1/
‘ :,..?~, ‘!~,

~ 80
m //

.*,~.~ $~.,Y(J.!\.,,\.\.
z
s 40

0
0 20

syste~,,,?$~~~afi types of packages which have mounting
ho@%,,~wrque ratings apply when dry; therefore, care
mu’~+tie exercised when using thermal grease to prevent it
fro~} getting on the threads as inconsistent torque
readings result. Machine screw heads should not directly
contact the surface of any of the Thermopad plastic
package types as the screw heads are not sufficiently flat
to provide properly distributed force.

Self-Tapping Screws

Under some conditions, sheet-metal screws are
acceptable. However, during the tapping process with a
standard screw, a volcano-like protrusion wfll develop in
the metal being threaded; a very unsatisfactory. surface

compression washer is
that the assembly wfll

FASTEN~G TECHNIQUES

Each of the various types of packages in use requires
different fastening techniques. Details pertaining to each
type are discussed in fo~owing sections. Some general
considerations follow.

To prevent galvanic action from occurring when devices
are used on aluminum heat sinks in a corrosive
atmosphere, many devices are nickel- or gold-plated.
Consequently, precautions must be taken not to mar
the finish.

Manufacturers which provide heat sinks for general use
and other associated hardware are listed in Appendix B.
Manufacturer’s catalogs should be consulted to obtain
more detaded information. Motorola dso has mounting
hardware available for a number of different packages,
Consult the Hardware Data Sheet for dimensions of
the components and part numbers.

Specific fastening techniques are discussed in the
remainder of this note for the fofiowing categories of
semiconductor package.

1. Stud mount: D04, DO-5, DO-9,’ DO-30, TO-59,
TO-60/63, TO-83, TO-93/94, etc.

2. Flange mount: DO-43, DO-44, TO-3, TO-37,
TO-41, TO-53, TO-66, etc.

3. Pressfit: DO-21, DO-24, TO-203
4. Disc: DO-200 and TO-200 Families
5. Thermopad@: TO- I 26/7
6. Thermowatt@: TO-220 Family
7. Tab Mount (Duowatt@ and Uniwatt@): TO-202

Famdy
8. RF Stripline: TO-1 19/121, TO-128/9, TO-216

*Trademark E. I. DuPont



Stud Mount

Mounting errors with stud-mounted parts are generally
confined to application ofexcessive torque or tapping the
stud into a threaded heat-sink hole. Both these practices
may cause a warpage of the hex base which may crack
the semiconductor die. The best fastening method is to
use a nut and washer; the details are shown in Figure 6.

!

@

~ Mica Washer

&

—Teflon Bushing

I

I

@
— Hex Nut

I

FIGURE 6 – Mounting Details

For Stud-Mounted Semiconductor

Flange Mount

Few known mounting difficulties exist, with this type
of package. The rugged base and distance between die
and mounting holes combine to make it extremely
difficult to cause any warpage unless mounted on a
surface which is badly bowed or unless one side is
tightened excessively before the other screw is started.
A typical mounting installation is shown in Figure 7.
Machine screws, se]f-tapping screws, eyelets, OF rivets
may be used to secure the package.

!’>:~.,
,< ?$.,.?.y:*~?~\.,,,~’:,.,,

.,,.:,.:,.$-$,,:,. <::4>,~,.

Uyl On Insulating I -k’
3uahing

-, ------ .-. —
FIUU HE / — Mounting Datails for Flat-Base Mounted

Semiconductors (TO-3 Shown).

When not using a socket, mechine screws tightened to

their torque limits will produce lowest thermel resistance.

Press Fit

For most applications, the press-fit case should be
mounted according to the instructions shown in Figure 8.
A special fixture meeting the necessary requirements
is a must.

Disc

Disc type devices also require special handling. The
details are shown in Figure 9.

8



Chamfer

~fi~.01 Nom.

Shoulder Ri

,01 hom-r The hole edge must be chamfered as shown to prevent sheering

L
/

off the knurled edge of the cese during press-in. The pressing force

Heet Sink should be applied evenly on the shoulder ring to avoid tilting

24 m //

or tenting of the case in the hole, during the pressing opera~ion.

T+
~ 0,0499 *0.00%e.

Alsor the use of e thermal joint compound will be of cons:~~~$~l$

eid. The pressing force will vary from 250 to 10$~t* ~&~,U’&S,

Heet Sink Mounting
depending upon the heat-sink material. Recommence@.h*%ssas

are: copper—less than 50 on the Rockwell F scale;d&&h-less

than 65 on the Brinell scale. A heat sink es thi~’r8$.lW’ mav be
&%@ $%$

used, but the interface thermal resistance ~:gi rn~r~se in direct

Rivet
~>, !.,,<,..,

\-
Additional

proportion to tha contact aree. A thin chass~&~@q~res the addition

/HaetSi”k plate of a backup plate.
...*.~\: ‘*\s,t<:,<i.’

.i~:}-~’‘.’$,,<,,
,i~i ,$

.~. ,\,>:*.T.,t’
.;:, ~ti

$)k 4A,?.}k,,., ....

Intimate
*: ,, ‘*, ‘ ~;i

Thin Chassis
Contact Area

~.... ~.i...
Knurl Contect

.-:~ ~’-l,::Y
>,$’”\<\:,.

Area *:~,~.>,;~{~- .,:g.w
t$+ ‘i{ry$ ~

.*’\.,...a.~,~,J,,

Thin-Chassis Mounting
- \>e... .“,,,\~,.

*<&*
.M}p< ,.,

.,, , <::
:.:::,<*..:i\i$::{}.~J\

-... . .~.,.,,
,**b.”?.~t:t.N:i)

S.t f?>
:. * s,.,,.$,

in

,$}

A self-leveling tvpa mounting clamp is recommended to assure Installation of an assemblv of disc-type semiconductors

parallelism and even distribution of pressure on each contact area. mounted between two heat dissipators should be done in a manner

A swivel tvpe clamp or a nerrow leaf spring in contact with the to permit one heat dissipator to move with respect to the other.

beet dissipator provides acceptable performance. Movement will avoid stresses being developed due to thermal

The clamping force should be epplied smoothlv, evenlv, and expansion, which could demage the semiconductor.

perpendicularly to the semiconductor package to prevent de for- Similarlv, when two or more devices are to be operated elec-

mation of the device or the heat-dissipator mounting surfacas tricallv in parallel, one of the heat dissipators used mav be

during installation. The spring used should provide a mounting common to ell devices. Individual beet dissipators must be pro-

force within the range recommended by the semiconductor manu- vided egainst the other mounting surfaces of the semiconductors

facturer; clamping forces usuallv range from BOO to 2000 pounds so that the mounting force applied in each case will be

force depending upon the tvpe number. independently adjustable.

FIGURE 9 – Mounting Details for Disc-Type Semiconductors

9
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Thermouad Several types of fasteners may be used to secure the

The Motorola Thermopad@ plastic Lpower packages
have been designed to feature minimum size with no
compromise in thermal resistance. This is accomplished
by die-bonding the silicon chip on one side of a thin
copper sheet; the opposite side is exposed as a mounting
surface. The copper sheet has a hole for mounting, i.e.,
plastic is molded enveloping the chip but leaving the
mounting hole open. The benefits of this construction
are obtained at the expense of a requirement that strict
attention be paid to the mounting procedure. Success
in mounting Thermopad devices depends largely upon
using a compression washer which provides a controllable
pressure across a large bearing surface. Having a small hole
with no chamfer and a flat, burr-free, well-finished heat
sink are also important requirements.

Therrnopad -package; machine screws, eyelets, or clips
are preferred. With screws or eyelets, a bell compression
washer should be used which applies the proper force
to the package over a fairly wide range of deflection.
Screws should not be tightened with any type of air-
driven torque gun or equipment which may cause high
impact. Characteristics of the recommended washers
are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 10 shows details of mounting TO-I 26’*,pr
TO-1 27 devices. Use of the clip requires that cq~fl%$%
exercised to insure that adequate mounting~f@$@& is
applied. When electrical isolation is requir~$~l$b~sfing
inside the mounting hole wfll insure that ~~@~’W threads
do not contact the metal base. ~~, . :$:**,.,,.

FIGURE 10 – Recommended Mounting Arrangements for TO-126 and TO-127 Thermopad Packages
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The case 199 Thermopad is not more tolerant of the plastic body during the driving operation. Such
mounting conditions than Case 77 or 90 parts even contact can result in damage to the plastic body and
though the fastener does not bear on the plastic. The internal device connections. To minimize this problem,
screw must not contact the semiconductor base plate Motorola TO-220 packages have a chamfer on one end.
as screw heads are not flat enough to apply pressure evenly TO-220 packages of other manufacturers may need
and may cause warpage of the base plate resulting in die
fracture. Procedures for mounting the Case 199 are

a spacer or combination spacer and isolation bushing
to raise the screw head above the top surface of the plastic.

.—
shown in Figure 11. In situations where the Thermo-watt package is making

direct contact with the heat sink, an eyelet may b~tused,

I provided sharp blows or impact shock is avoided. ~~~~$,
,:*.SL*.’\:~~-k~<:ti6-32

Machina Straw

Tharmopad

Casa 199
Washer

Heat Sink t I
II

(

Compression ~w
Washer

,.~2 .“, =~

(a) Machine Screw Mounting with Compression Washer

Compression Washer ~-

Nvlon Isolation Bushing

Thermopad Case 199 J

Insulating Washer (Optional
/’ ‘

Heat Sink

,k. ‘Jib>.,“.y
a) Preferred Arrangement b) Alter~$&’~@~~ement

for Isolated or Non-isolated for lsoJ&}@&nti ng

Mounting. Screw is at Semi- wh@~e@~~ust be at

conductor Case Potential. K~~@*otentiaI.

6-32 Herdware is Used. *#~4,0;@ardware is Usad.
.{,. +....

. . +$*,

(b) Preferred Mounting Method, Required wh$ri~~~i~n iS

Needed. Machine Screw, Flat Washer and,$&.&:~~*t Metal

Screw and Speed Nut, or Eyelet May B%L@~::%~ Fasteners
!,} ‘~:~,c.~

,>,T ‘,?$. ..’
FIGURE 11 – Various M&riti~&#chemes

For the Case 1~.~~k~$pad

(a) shows direc:J~~$$J,&ith heat sink.
(b) shows techniq~~~wti isolation is required.,.t~

Manua~.~~em$~Y’ Should Be Used.
,*?k$;,,i> *,
~.~>,t.J1.:)L*;+~

Therrnowatt ~hy~$$
..,,>‘~..’i~

The po~~~%,$ TO-220 Thermowatt @ package also
requires,i:~~tej~%ionto mounting details. Figure 12 shows
sug~p~&?~F&ounting arrangements and hardware. The

%
rect’ slar washer shown in Figure 12a is used to minimize

w~~ptin of the mounting flange; excessive distortion
cd$ld cause damage to the semiconductor chip. Use of the
washer is ofly important when the size of the mounting
hole exceeds 0.140 inch (6-32 clearance). Larger holes
are needed to accommodate insulating bushings when the
screw is electrically connected to the case; however, the
holes should not be larger than necessary to provide
hardware clearance and should never exceed a diameter
of 0.250 inch. Flange distortion is also possible if excessive
torque is used during mounting. A maximum torque of
8 inch-pounds is suggested when using a 6-32 screw.

Care should be exercised to assure that the tool used
to drive the mounting screw never comes in contact with FIGURE 12- Mounting Arrangements for Thermowatt Packages
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Semiconductor
Washer

SamicOnd”

(Case 221, 221A)
\

2) Rectangular Mica ~

Insulator I

Heat Sink
I

\
R ectangu Ier

‘a

Mica Insulate!

(
\

(2) Nvlon Bushing I
\

Heat Sink

‘m

(3) Flat Washer I

~~ Compression Washer

(4) Compression,

or Lock Washer I /
‘q

6.32 Hex Nut

‘( LlA)~4”40Hex Nut

I

(1) Used with thin chasais andlor large hole.

(2) Usad when isolation is required.

(3) Required when nylon bushing and lock waaher ara used.

(4) Compression washer preferred when plastic insulating

material is used.

TORQUE REQUIREMENTS

Insulated 0.68 N-M (6 in-lbs) max

Noninsulated 0.9 N-M (8 in-lbs) max



Tab Mount Note that the radius of the fi~et must be small enough to

Although the Duowatt@ and Uniwatt@ packages are
designed primarily for use in low-power applications
where heat sinks are not required, they can be used
to dissipate up to 10 watts if properly mounted to a heat
sink. These packages are relatively rugged, since the
mounting hole is not close to the die; mounting stresses,
therefore, are not easily transmitted to the die.

Figure 13 shows some possible mounting arrangements.
An axial load of 300 lbs-force produces minimum contact
thermal resistance, This is achieved at 6 in-lbs when a
440 machine screw is used. A sheet-metal screw and
speed-nut can be substituted for the machine screw
and nut, but torque readings are uncertain. The riveting
technique should produce 300 lbs-force, using a gradua~y
increasing pressure such as provided by an arbor press.

The extrusion requires a punch press to manufacture;
however, it is potentially the least expensive technique.

A. Screw
/

Heat Sink

m# , Device Tab

IH Wesher

a~ow the tab to lie flat on the heat sink. TO utilize an
existing chassis and board arrangement on heat sinking,
it may be necessary to have the device lie flat on the
chassis. In this case, the chassis mounting blocks shown
in Figure 13d might be utflized. A possible application
is shown in Figure 13e, where a complementary tran-
sistor pair is used. Insulated screws and mica insulating
washers under the blocks must be used to prevent
shorting of the collector circuits of the two tra~~~;s.
Alternately, an insulated bushing and a #3 s~@$~tild
be used to secure the packages. .$:‘ ,.~~’~i~~>\!,,:.$,>‘‘.~~.:~,,,, ,\\.’

To avoid the use of mounting block~~a-~~-~orming
option is avadable. Alternately, some ~e~~ffl~ent manu-
facturers have constructed heat sink${~~~ flat, raised
island to permit the package tq,i~aj~m{~Users should
not attempt to bend the tab a$s~ /&racked die is the

Emitter L Circuit

Board

E. Chassis Mount Block, Mounting Details

Use Nvlon Screws end Mica Insulating Washer to Prevent

Shorting the Tabs to the Chassis, end Thus to Each Other.

FIGURE 13 – Methods of Mounting Duowatt and Uniwatt Transistors to a Heat Snk
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.R.F. Stripline

Besides the usual precautions regarding surface flatness
and torque, the stripline package (see Figure 14a) requires
attention to the ,foflowing:

1. The device should never be mounted in such a
manner as to place ceramic-to-metal joints in tension.

2. The device should never be mounted in such a
manner as to apply force on” the strip leads in a vertical
direction towards the cap.

3. When the device is mounted in a printed circuit board
with the copper stud or flange and BeO portion of the
header passing through a hole in the circuit board,
adequate clearance must be provided for the BeO to
prevent shear forces from being applied to the leads.

4. Some clearance must be allowed between the leads
and the circuit board when the device is properly secured
to the heat sink.

5. The device should be properly secured into the heat
sinks before the device leads are attached into the circuit.

6. Th~ leads must not be used to prevent device
rotation on stud type devices during stud torque applica-
tion. A wrench flat is provided for this purpose.

Most .of the considerations listed above are designed
to prevent tension at the metal-ceramic interfaces on the
SOE package. Improper mechanical design can lead to
apphcation of stresses to these joints resulting in device
destruction. Three joints are considered: the cap to the
BeO disc, the leads to the disc, and the stud or flange
to the disc.

under the types of loads encountered when the mounting
screws are tightened, permanent deformation of the flange
may result. Corrective action after the flange has been
bent wfll not necessarily insure proper thermal contact
with the heat sink.

The . flange surface as suppfied with Motorola tran-
sistors is either flat or slightly convex. It is important
that the mating heat-sink surface dso be flat or slightly
convex to provide the best contact when the de%ice is

The joint between the ceramic cap and the BeO ‘::~~’=
a?,%,*&...~~

ceramic disc is composed of a material which loses +
strength above 175 ‘C. While the strength of the ma$q$id ‘<v
returns upon cooling, any force applied to the ~w~8t
high temperature may result in failure of tiw~~ to,,!:.?,,“:?:\$
ceramic joint. t:.:..,.p~~>f

Figure 14b shows a cross-section of a $~$w circuit
board and heat-sink assembly for mo@~$~# stud type
stripline device. H is the distance ~.ofi~~he top surface‘.,?l
of the printed circuit board to the,,~fl,~h@eat-sink surface.
If H is less than the mitimu~s~$~wse from the bottom
of the lead materird to th,q~,m”$unting surface of the
package, there is no po~~~of tensile forces in the
copper stud,–BeO cero$mlb.~,~$ht.If, however, H is greater
than the package d~~~sion, considerable force is appfied
to the cap to Be~$dq$’and the BeO to stud joint. Two
occurances ar$/J#&@le at this point. The first is a cap
joint faflur~. ~$$]the structure is heated, as might occur
during ~~’$’%$$oldering operation; while the second is
BeO ,t~$ju$failure if the force generated is high enough.
La~~~~~&&ntact between the device and the heat-sink
s~~a~: wdl occur as the differences between H and the
p~~$~e dimension becomes larger, this may result in
deYice faflure as power is applied.

Figure 14c shows a typical mounting technique for
flange-type stripline transistors. Again, H is defined as
the distance from the top of the printed circuit board to
the heat-sink surface. If distance H is less than the
minimum distance from the bottom of transistor lead
to the bottom surface of the flange, tens~e forces at the
various joints in the package are avoided. However, if
distance H exceeds the package dimension, problems
simflar to those discussed for the stud type devices can
occur. Because of the abflity of the copper flange to bend

,.:.
properly se~ured. ?-t::+,>{,?:::,~:+~~,b\.h

Since the flange may be permanently defo~~~~uting
mounting, the device should not be di~%~w~t~d and
remounted in another position, withq$~,.~~mcking the

:’.,’~:1~
Surface SJ E

*

L

Disc

Wrench

Flat

(a) Component Parts of a Stud Mount Stripline Packaga.

Flange Mounted Packages Are Similarly Constructed

‘ Flat

ted

ductor

ern

Metal

Heat

Sink

Side”View

(b)

Cross Section

Typical Study Type SO E Transistor Mounting Methods

Sink

ce

per

ductors

Sink Surface

(c) Flange Type SOA Transistor Mounting Method

FIGURE 14 – Mounting Details for SOE Transistors



FREE AIR AND SOCKET MOUNTING

In applications where average power dissipation is of
the order of a watt or so, power semiconductors may be
mounted with little or no heat-sinking. The leads of the
various metal power packages are not designed to support
the packages; their cases must be firmly supported to
avoid the possibility of cracked glass-to-metal seals around
the leads. The plastic packages may be supported by their
leads in applications where high shock and vibration
stresses are not encountered and where no heat sink is
used. The leads should be as short as possible to increase
vibration resistance and reduce thermal resistance.

In many situations, because its leads are fairly heavy,
the TO-127 package has supported a small heat sink;
however, no definitive data is avadable. When using a
small heat sink, it is good practice to have the sink rigidly
mounted such that the sink or the board is providing total
support for the semiconductor. Two possible arrangements
are shown in Figure 15. The arrangement of part (a) could
be used with any plastic package, but the scheme of part
(b) is more practical with Case 77 or Case 90 Thermopad
devices. With the other package types, mounting the
transistor on top of the heat sink is more practical.

e

:0

(b) Commercial Sink, Horizontally Mounted

FIGURE 15 – Methods of Using Small Heat Sinks

Mth PlasticSemiconductor Packages

In certain situations, in particular where semiconductor
testing is required, sockets are desirable. Manufacturers
have provided sockets for au the packages avadable from
Motorola. The user is urged to consult manufacturers’
catalogs for specific detads.

HANDLING P~S, LEADS, AND TABS

The pins and lugs of metal-packaged devices a~~,not
designed for any bending or stress. If abused, t~W&~s-
to-metal seals could crack. Wires may be att~w~$~sing
sockets, crimp connectors, or solder, provi~p~$,t~~data-

“ti~$~$\...~
sheet ratings are observed. i,o..* ,,, ..+,.

The leads and tabs of the plastic pad~~s are more
flexible and can be reshaped, althou~$~~i~fisnot a recom-
mended procedure for users to d~~l~:,s~fie cases, a heat
sink can be chosen which make~{ea~~nding unnecessary.
Numerous lead- and tab-fore options are available
from Motorola. Prefor~~@*$@adsremove the risk of
device damage caused ~$~~~ding from the users.

If, however, leaq~$~@Yk is done by the user, several
basic consideratj~mns‘&hld be observed. When bending
the lead, sup*,@@ust be placed between the point of
bending an~$~yackage. For forming small quantities
of units .a:;~ai~:of pliers may be used to clamp the leads\:.&’:‘ .:<.
at the w, while bending with the fingers or another
pai~~$fpl~~s. For production quantities, a suitable fixture

,~@~#~~~bemade.
. @e following rules should be observed to avoid

,$> “ for TO-126, 1/10 inch for TO-127 and Case 199. and 1/32“,.
inch for TO’-22O.

2. No twisting of leads should be done at the case.
3. No axial motion of the lead should be allowed

with respect to the case.
The leads of plastic packages are not designed to with-

stand excessive axial pull. Force in this direction greater
than 4 pounds may result in permanent damage to the
device. If the mounting arrangement imposes axial stress
on the leads, a condition which may be caused by thermal
cycling, some method of strain relief should be devised.
An acceptable lead-forming method that provides this
relief is to incorporate an S-bend into the lead. Wire-
wrapping of the leads is permissible, provided that the
lead is restrained between the plastic case and the point
of the wrapping. The leads may be soldered; the maxi-
mum soldering temperature, however, must not exceed
275°C and must be applied for not more than 5 seconds
at a distance greater than 1/8 inch from the plastic case.
When wires are used for connections, care should be
exercised to assure that movement of the wire does not
cause movement of the lead at the lead-to-plastic junctions.

CLEAN~G CIRCUIT BOARDS

It is important that any solvents or cleaning chemicals
used in the process of decreasing or flux removal do not
affect the reliability of the devices.

Alcohol and uncNorinated Freon solvents are generally
satisfactory for use with plastic devices, since they do not
damage the package. Hydrocarbons such as gasoline may
cause the encapsulant to swell, possibly damaging the

14



transistor die. Likewise, chlorinated Freon solvents are Substitution
unsuitable, since they may cause the outer package
to dissolve and swell.

This method is based upon substituting an easily

When” using an ultrasonic cleaner for cleaning circuit
measurable, smooth dc source for a complex waveform.

boards, care should be taken with regard to ultrasonic
A switching arrangement is provided which allows

energy and time of application. This is particularly true
operating the load with the device under test, until it

if the packages are free-standing without support.
stabilizes in temperature. Case temperature is monitored.
By throwing the switch to the “test” position, the device

THERMAL SYSTEM EVALUATION
under test is connected to a dc power supply, while another

Assuming that a suitable method of mounting the semi-
pole of the switch supplies the normal power to~bqload
to keep it operating at full power level. The,$}~~~~~$~ is-

conductor without incurring damage has been achieved, adjusted so that the semiconductor case> t~p~rature
it is important to ascertain whether the junction tempera- ‘~+,:!

remains approximately constant when th.~l~%iMk !S thrown
ture is within bounds. to each position forabout 10 second;$ ~b~~~$voltage and

In applications where the power dissipated in the current values are multiplied toge~~~ t,~*:6btain average
semiconductor consists of pulses at a low duty cycle,
the instantaneous or peak junction temperature, not

power. It is generally necessary+$%~’~~~elvin connection
be used for the device voltage m’%$$ement.

average temperature, may be the limiting condition. In i:t, .

this case, use must be made of transient thermal resistance
.:’~*<.,~’t$.,
:<..<iJ+,

APPENDIX A ~““~};,~tl{,$!,
data. For a full explanation of its use, see Motorola *<t?!$,.:{:~. s‘..
Application Note, AN-569.

>>~~$**’.,*.,,,..,:>,)>.
Other applications,

,~r’.;..
notably RF power amplifiers

.’. .k? v

or switches driving hig~y reactive loads, may create
THERMAL RESIf*~~~E CONCEPTS

$:J’~\\
severe current crowding conditions which render the The basi@~@&$ion for heat transfer under steady-state

traditional concepts of thermal resistance or transient conditio~~’l~~~fierally written as:

thermal impedance invalid. In this case, transistor * ‘:;t$:$,:>$~,~:i’”~,+,::.!
~\\si! q=hAAT (1)

safe operating area or thyristor di/dt limits, as applicable, ~.~’~.’.,~a$re lx. q = rate of heat transferor power dissipation
must be observed. ,i..*(~i>)

Fortunately, in many applications, a calculation of ,,..lt:,><..+ ~D),~,.,;:?
the average junction temperature is sufficient. It is ,.* ,$% h = heat transfer coefficient,

<t,., .>}.,-~<~.).,$i,+,
based on the concept of thermal resistance between ?y~~.

~..!. A = area involved in heat transfer,

the junction and a temperature reference point on the “t’?
AT= temperature difference between regions

case, (See Appendix A.) A fine wire thermocouple s~~uld’*
of heat transfer.

be used, such as #32AWG, to determine case temRq~d~$. However, electrical engineers generally find it easier to
Average operating junction temperature can be @~~&d work in terms of thermal resistance, defined as the ratio
from the following equation: ,,;,!. .%:,,~,.,. t:. “,$* of temperature to power. From Equation 1, thermal resis-

~,\:*::l**,Y~>\.*,,yt tance, R~, is~t:::J\.:,\.!,,.,..?,,..’, ..}.,l:.,.,.>>.!..\.:\:~*-y,.?.,\,s
TJ = TC t R6JC x P@::,~*,+.~:

Re = AT/q= l/hA (2)

TJ = junction temperag~~.~.~)
The coefficient (h) depends upon the heat transfer

where
TC = case temperatu~,(~)

mechanism used and various factors involved in that

ReJc = thermal res~~a~~p~unction-to-case as
particular mechanism.

An analogy between Equation (2) and Ohm’s Law is
specifie$:~~~data sheet (°C/W)

PD = power ‘~~l$ated in the device (W).
often made to form models of heat flow. Note that

~,+, AT could be thought of as a voltage; thermal resistance
,{y*”,$
‘\\\>\yj~v,> corresponds to electrical resistance (R); and, power (~ is

)i.\>\?.~,,:i+i!::.>.”
The dffic~k~a~~ “applying the equation often ties

analogous to current (I). This gives rise to a basic thermal
resistance model for a semiconductor as indicated by

in determtii:~l~~’$ power dissipation. Two commonly Figure Al.
used ern~kff~” methods are graphical integration The equivalent electrical circuit may be analyzed by
and su@~t~~~bn..,..,~:.it~;:,>*..,”j~.} using Kirchoffs Law and the fo~owing equation results:

,*”~t+:;;;*.,.LkJ.:4.+.
f>@g*l Integration

TJ = pD(ReJc t ReCS t ReSA) t TA (3)

$~~~aphical integration may be performed by taking
where TJ = junction temperature,

oscilloscope pictures of a complete cycle of the voltage
PD = power dissipation,

and current waveforms, using a limit device. The pictures
ReJc = semiconductor thermal resistance

should be taken with the temperature stabdized. Corres-
Qunction to case),

pending points are then read from each photo at a
ReCS = interface thermrd resistance

suitable number of time increments. Each pair of vol-
(case to heat sink),

tage and current values are multiplied together to give
ReSA = heat sink therrnrd resistance

instantaneous values of power. The results are plotted
(heat sink to ambient),

on linear graph paper, the number of squares within
TA = ambient temperature.

the curve counted, and the total divided by the number The thermal resistance junction to ambient is the sum

of squares along the time axis. The quotient is the average of the individual components. Each component must be

power dissipation. minimized if the lowest junction temperature is to result.



The value for the interface thermal resistance, ROCS, is of the semiconductor is dso variable; it is a function of
affected by the mounting procedure and may be signi- biasing and temperature. In some applications such as in
ficant compared to the other thermal-resistance terms. RF power amplifiers and short-pulse applications, the

The thermal resistance of the heat sink is not constant; concept may be invalid because of localized heating in
it decreases as ambient temperature increases and is the semiconductor chip.
affected byorientation of thesink. The thermal resistance .

TJ, Juncrion Temperature ~

ti

Heat Sink
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FIGURE Al – 8asic Thermal Resistance Model Showing Thermal to Electrical Anal:gy ‘&faSemicOnductOr
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SOURCES OF ACCESSORIES? S\~,:y,~~::,,:,

Insulators
..a!\\,$

,,\}:~’ $,. Heat Sinks

Plastic sihcon,,~ %; “Y$:>

Manufacturer Joint Compound BeO AI02 Anodize Mica
,~.:,

Film Rub@r @d Flange Disc Thermowatt Uni/Duo Watt RF Stripline..,,$

Aavid Eng. Ther-o-link 1000 – – - – –
,.,.:. ,.>,.,,’

~,~..-~~:.~,.~““x x – x$(**.R.,i,*. —

AHAM
.. .s— — — — — ~ x x – x

Astrodyne #829 – – – –“ .,:- ~’ – x x x x x
Delbert Blinn — x – x x ,<“fi~~ x x x – – —

IERC Th arm ate – - -
~1{,,+{, , ,>,.~_ x x – x x x.,...:J...,..i,

Staver
,:— — — -“~ ~&. _~:~~{ x x – x x x

Thermally Thermacote x. x ,X***‘+$$$~ x – x x x x x x* “;.
Tor TJC x – .r,~~’:$$> x x – x x – x — —

Tran-tec X L500 x x x x x x x
Wakefield Eng. Type 120 – x x x x x
Wei Corp. — ~~a:t~$:$~t’~..~$, — — — x x – – —

Other sources for Joint Compoun,@$~~$~,~w Corning, Type 340
?$<<.l,~

“ Emerson’& Cuming, Eccoshield\/L.*,..;’,:
~>:.p i.,$ Emerson & Cuming, Eccotherm,:j,~’,,;l?.
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SUPPLIERS ADD~ *S
Aavid Enginee~~fi~~,”~c., 30 Cook Court, Laconia, New
Hampshire ,~a~%~$-”’+ (603) 5244443

AHAM ~~k:t,$~ks, 27901 Front Street, Rancho, Cali-
fornia 9~* (714) 6764151

Astr~*/~ Inc., 353 Middlesex Avenue, Wilmington,
Massakusetts 01887 (617) 272-3850
Delbert Blinn Company, P.O. Box 2007, Pomona, Cali-
fornia 91766 (714) 623-1257
Dow Corning, Savage Road Building, Midland, Michigan
48640 (51~ 636-8000
Eaton Corporation, Engineered Fasteners Division,
Tinnerman Plant, P.O. Box 6688, Cleveland, Ohio 44101

(216) 523-5327
Emerson & Cuming, Inc., Dielectric Materials Division,
869 Washington Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

(61 7) 828-3300

—
—

SO (Electrically Conducting)

TC4 (Electrically Insulating)

International Electronics Research Corporation, 135 West
Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California 91502

(213) 849-2481
The Staver Company, Inc., 41-51 North Saxon Avenu~,
Bay Shore, Long Island, New York 11706

(5 16) 666-8000
Thermally, Inc., P.O. Box 34829, 2021 West Valley
View Lane, Dallas, Texas 75234 (214) 2434321

Tor Corporation, .14715 Arminta Street, Van Nuys,
Califo~nia91402 (213) 786-6524
Tran-tec Corporation, P.O. Box 1044, Columbus,
Nebraska 68601 (402) 564-2748
Wakefield Engineering, Inc., Wakefield, Massachusetts
01880 (617) 245-5900

Wei Corporation, 1405 South Village Way, Santa Aria,
California 92705 (614) 834-9333
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